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***Participants are to complete the relevant columns below in order to record their response.***
Issue / Comment

Proposed text
Red strikeout means delete and
blue underline means insert

Def –
Transaction

AGL noted that the current definition did not
seem correct. For example, a request for a
meter investigation may not lead to a change in
standing data, and would therefore not be
captured by the definition.

“transaction” means the process initiated
by the lodgement of a request or notice
with AEMO to AEMO or another
participant under these procedures,
which if completed, will result in an
amendment to the AEMO standing data.

M

AGL supports the position that the
definition be clear about the requirements
and conditions to both upgrading a basic
meter to an interval meter, or downgrading
an interval meter to a basic meter, and
such determination is made by the network
operator in conjunction with the User.

M

AEMO has requested a redrafting which is now
supplied.

Cl 138

1

Rating1
(H/M/L)

Clause #

Determination for meter change from basic
to interval and interval to basic

L = Low: Not critical. Issues / Comments are minor. They add clarity to the document. No major concern if not included in any further revisions
M = Medium: - Important. Strong case that issue / comments should be consider and an update to the document is desirable, but not critical.
H = High – Critical. The issue / comments are fundamental and failure to make necessary changes has the potential to impact consensus.

AEMO Response
(AEMO only)

***Participants are to complete the relevant columns below in order to record their response.***
Clause #

Issue / Comment

Proposed text
Red strikeout means delete and
blue underline means insert

Rating1
(H/M/L)

AEMO Response
(AEMO only)

*** Use this section to raise points that aren’t specific to an RMP clause
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